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Last week was a milestone for our wonderful Soroka Board and supporters. The History of the Star of David

art installation took place and was beyond everyone’s expectations. Dr. Shlomi Codish and the hospital

staff were so excited and thrilled with the artwork and it will remain a permanent link between the American

Friends and the Soroka Medical Center for many years to come. The official meaning given for the Star of

David is “new beginnings for Israel.” May this installation be a symbol “new beginnings” for patients at

Soroka's new Comprehensive Cancer Center with hope and love for a better future.

SOROKA STORIES

GREETINGS TO MY FELLOW BOARD MEMBERS

NEW COVID RULES IN ISRAEL 
The Prime Minister of Israel has set new stringent

rules for mask wearing this week due to the rise of

the Delta strain of COVID. Heavy fines will be

inflicted on non-mask wearers in enclosed spaces;

in the hopes of preventing another lockdown.
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GOLD MEDAL WINNER - LINOY
I cannot help sharing with pride the success of

Israel’s gymnastics teams who have been competing

all over Europe.  They have met with unparalleled

success winning numerous gold medals. The

magnificent Linoy Ashram won a gold medal at the

Gymnastic European championships and is seen as

one of Israel’s leading hopes for 2021 Olympics.

THANK YOU ORNA
Orna has been a staunch supporter of American

Friends of Soroka since our inception. She has

generously donated her beautiful Shema Or jewelry

designs at our events and partnered with us in Deal.

Orna has a pure heart and the inspiration of her

Shema Or jewelry came from a wounded soldier who

was in need of help. Shema Or has become a symbol

of love and hope and we are proud to embrace Orna

as part of our Soroka family. 

SOROKA AROUND THE WORLD
Wearing my Soroka mask took on a new meaning

when my husband and I were strolling on Little Island

in Manhattan this weekend. We were stopped by a

lovely Israeli family who recognized the Soroka logo

on the mask and we started chatting. As fate would

have it, the husband was born at Soroka and his

wife’s parents live in Beersheva! It was instant

friendship and a lovely Soroka Story.

Linoy Ashram

Slonim Family

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/israel

